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LA TRASFORMAZIONE DELLE FORZE ARMATE: IL PROGRAMMA FORZA NEC
Edizioni Nuova Cultura

DAEŞ
VIAGGIO NELLA BANALITÀ DEL MALE
Mimesis L’inizio di questo secolo è stato testimone di uno dei fenomeni più brutali della nostra era. Manifestatosi con
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la proclamazione dello Stato Islamico nel 2014, l’Isis – conosciuto anche come Daeş – è stato capace in breve tempo di
organizzarsi in modo capillare, ﬁno a conquistare vasti territori tra la Siria e l’Iraq, ma non solo. Nel marzo 2018 è stata
proclamata la sua sconﬁtta, ma è proprio così? E come è stata possibile una crescita così rapida ed eﬃcace?Questo
libro è un modo per entrare nel merito della tematica e, a partire dalla quotidianità e dalle storie delle “spose di Daeş”
e dei foreign ﬁghters accorsi da tutto il mondo, comprendere come si sia originata questa organizzazione,
individuandone l’architettura amministrativa e la sua evoluzione nel tempo. Un viaggio per far luce sulle ragioni e sulle
motivazioni, non solo religiose, che sostengono l’Isis e per conoscere la realtà che si cela all’ombra del conﬂitto.

DISRUPTIVE TECHNOLOGIES: CATCHING THE WAVE
CYBER INFLUENCE AND COGNITIVE THREATS
Academic Press In the wake of fresh allegations that personal data of Facebook users have been illegally used to
inﬂuence the outcome of the US general election and the Brexit vote, the debate over manipulation of social Big Data
continues to gain more momentum. Cyber Inﬂuence and Cognitive Threats addresses various emerging challenges in
response to cybersecurity, examining cognitive applications in decision-making, behaviour and basic human
interaction. The book examines the role of psychology in cybersecurity by addressing each factor involved in the
process: hackers, targets, cybersecurity practitioners, and the wider social context in which these groups operate.
Cyber Inﬂuence and Cognitive Threats covers a variety of topics including information systems, psychology, sociology,
human resources, leadership, strategy, innovation, law, ﬁnance and others. Explains psychological factors inherent in
machine learning and artiﬁcial intelligence Explores attitudes towards data and privacy through the phenomena of
digital hoarding and protection motivation theory Discusses the role of social and communal factors in cybersecurity
behaviour and attitudes Investigates the factors that determine the spread and impact of information and
disinformation

EXPERIENCE AND EDUCATION
Simon and Schuster Experience and Education is the best concise statement on education ever published by John
Dewey, the man acknowledged to be the pre-eminent educational theorist of the twentieth century. Written more than
two decades after Democracy and Education (Dewey's most comprehensive statement of his position in educational
philosophy), this book demonstrates how Dewey reformulated his ideas as a result of his intervening experience with
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the progressive schools and in the light of the criticisms his theories had received. Analyzing both "traditional" and
"progressive" education, Dr. Dewey here insists that neither the old nor the new education is adequate and that each
is miseducative because neither of them applies the principles of a carefully developed philosophy of experience. Many
pages of this volume illustrate Dr. Dewey's ideas for a philosophy of experience and its relation to education. He
particularly urges that all teachers and educators looking for a new movement in education should think in terms of
the deeped and larger issues of education rather than in terms of some divisive "ism" about education, even such an
"ism" as "progressivism." His philosophy, here expressed in its most essential, most readable form, predicates an
American educational system that respects all sources of experience, on that oﬀers a true learning situation that is
both historical and social, both orderly and dynamic.

INTRODUCTION TO AIRCRAFT
TERROR, INSECURITY AND LIBERTY
ILLIBERAL PRACTICES OF LIBERAL REGIMES AFTER 9/11
Routledge This edited volume questions the widespread resort to illiberal security practices by contemporary liberal
regimes since 9/11, and argues that counter-terrorism is embedded into the very logic of the ﬁelds of politics and
security. Although recent debate surrounding civil rights and liberties in post-9/11 Europe has focused on the forms,
provisions and legal consequences of security-led policies, this volume takes an inter-disciplinary approach to explore
how these policies have come to generate illiberal practices. The book argues that policies implemented in the name of
protection and national security have had a strong eﬀect on civil liberties, human rights and social cohesion - in
particular, but not only, since 9/11. The book undertakes detailed sociological enquiries concerning security agencies,
and analyses public discourses on the deﬁnition of the terrorist threat. In doing so, it aims to show that the current
reframing of civil rights and liberties is in part a result of the very functioning of both the political and the security
ﬁelds, in that it is embedded in a broad array of domestic and transnational political, administrative and bureaucratic
stakes.

ENDURANCE TECHNIQUES
"No matter how well-prepared a soldier may be in a physical sense, he needs to be in peak condition mentally in order
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to succeed in the face of pain, fear and frustration. This work gives an insight into the techniques of psychological
assessment and training and their application in the ﬁeld. Practical excercises accompany the theory providing an
insight into the mind of an elite soldier."--Amazon.

MANAGING NANO-BIO-INFO-COGNO INNOVATIONS
CONVERGING TECHNOLOGIES IN SOCIETY
Springer Science & Business Media With the convergence of Nanotechnology, Biotechnology, Information technology
and Cognitive science (NBIC) ﬁelds promising to change our competitive, operational, and employment landscape in
fundamental ways, we ﬁnd ourselves on the brink of a new technological and science-driven business revolution. The
already emerging reality of convergence is to be found in genomics, robotics, bio-information and artiﬁcial intelligence
applications, such as: • Self-assembled, self-cleaning and self-healing manufactured materials and textiles, and much
stronger, lighter and more customizable structural materials, • Miniature sensors allowing unobtrusive real-time
health monitoring and dramatically improved diagnosis; with greatly enhanced real time information to vehicles and
drivers on the way, • New generations of supercomputers and eﬃcient energy generators based on biological
processes, • Greatly enhanced drug delivery from unprecedented control over fundamental structural properties and
biocompatibility of materials. These advances are here already, or in development. And Japan, other Asian nations and
Western European countries are investing heavily and moving aggressively to develop and apply NBIC technologies.
Notwithstanding the passage of the 21st Century Nanotechnology Research and Development Act, signiﬁcant further
funding and action by both government and private industry will be critical to maintaining US scientiﬁc and industry
leadership.

PERSISTENT FORECASTING OF DISRUPTIVE TECHNOLOGIES
National Academies Press Technological innovations are key causal agents of surprise and disruption. In the recent
past, the United States military has encountered unexpected challenges in the battleﬁeld due in part to the
adversary's incorporation of technologies not traditionally associated with weaponry. Recognizing the need to broaden
the scope of current technology forecasting eﬀorts, the Oﬃce of the Director, Defense Research and Engineering
(DDR&E) and the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) tasked the Committee for Forecasting Future Disruptive
Technologies with providing guidance and insight on how to build a persistent forecasting system to predict, analyze,
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and reduce the impact of the most dramatically disruptive technologies. The ﬁrst of two reports, this volume analyzes
existing forecasting methods and processes. It then outlines the necessary characteristics of a comprehensive
forecasting system that integrates data from diverse sources to identify potentially game-changing technological
innovations and facilitates informed decision making by policymakers. The committee's goal was to help the reader
understand current forecasting methodologies, the nature of disruptive technologies and the characteristics of a
persistent forecasting system for disruptive technology. Persistent Forecasting of Disruptive Technologies is a useful
text for the Department of Defense, Homeland Security, the Intelligence community and other defense agencies across
the nation.

MILITARY LANDSCAPES
Dumbarton Oaks Research Library & Collection Military Landscapes seeks to develop a nuanced deﬁnition of military
landscapes under the framework of landscape theory. It moves beyond discussions of infrastructure and battleﬁelds,
shifting the focus instead to often overlooked factors, highlighting the historical character of militarized environments
as inherently gendered and racialized.

INQUIRY INTO THE TREATMENT OF DETAINEES IN U.S. CUSTODY
27 ARTICLES
Simon and Schuster 27 Articles is Lawrence of Arabia’s classic set of guidelines on military leadership in the Middle
East. The 100th anniversary edition features a new introduction by foreign policy expert John Hulsman and a new
afterword from CBS News President David Rhodes, addressing the articles’ lasting lessons. In 1916, T.E. Lawrence was
deployed to the Arabian Peninsula to aid with the Arab Revolt against the Ottoman Empire. It was the middle of World
War I and the British command was throwing its weight behind the long-rebellious southern territories of the Ottoman
Empire. Lawrence had extraordinary success ﬁghting alongside the coalition of Arab revolutionaries, and his story has
since become legend. Worried that Lawrence would die on the battleﬁeld and that his knowledge would vanish with
him, British command asked Lawrence to write out a series of guidelines on his own tactics and teachings. 27 Articles,
the text of Lawrence’s guidelines, has become required reading for military leaders. Lawrence’s deployment was the
West’s ﬁrst modern involvement in war in the Middle East, and his campaign held myriad lessons for future
generations. Despite being a century old, the articles are deeply prescient on the challenges America has faced in its
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wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. Terse and to the point, Lawrence’s articles begin on the battleﬁeld but their value
extends well beyond, into the ﬁelds of management, leadership, and business. On the 100th anniversary of 27 Articles’
original publication, foreign policy John Hulsman and CBS News President David Rhodes now speak to the articles’
ongoing importance, outlining the wisdom they hold for political, military, and business leaders on into the future.

THE POLITICS OF PAIN
TORTURERS AND THEIR MASTERS
Routledge Although a wave of democratization appears to be sweeping the globe, torture persists in more than
seventy-ﬁve nations. Despite widespread condemnation of torture and the eﬀorts of international and
nongovernmental organizations to end it, the "politics of pain" continues in a broad range of social and political
systems. This book is one of the ﬁrst to systematically examine the psychological, cultural, and social origins of
torture. It provides proﬁles of torturers and of those who direct them in their brutal activities. The contributors provide
case studies from the past and present, including Somoza's National Guard in Nicaragua and regimes in the Southern
Cone of Latin America and in Greece.

BULLETIN OF SUICIDOLOGY
ASYLUMS
ESSAYS ON THE SOCIAL SITUATION OF MENTAL PATIENTS AND OTHER INMATES
Routledge A total institution is deﬁned by Goﬀman as a place of residence and work where a large number of likesituated, individuals, cut oﬀ from the wider society for an appreciable period of time, together lead an enclosed,
formally administered round of life. Prisons serve as a clear example, providing we appreciate that what is prison-like
about prisons is found in institutions whose members have broken no laws. This volume deals with total institutions in
general and, mental hospitals, in particular. The main focus is, on the world of the inmate, not the world of the staﬀ. A
chief concern is to develop a sociological version of the structure of the self. Each of the essays in this book were
intended to focus on the same issue--the inmate's situation in an institutional context. Each chapter approaches the
central issue from a diﬀerent vantage point, each introduction drawing upon a diﬀerent source in sociology and having
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little direct relation to the other chapters. This method of presenting material may be irksome, but it allows the reader
to pursue the main theme of each paper analytically and comparatively past the point that would be allowable in
chapters of an integrated book. If sociological concepts are to be treated with aﬀection, each must be traced back to
where it best applies, followed from there wherever it seems to lead, and pressed to disclose the rest of its family.

ISONZO
THE FORGOTTEN SACRIFICE OF THE GREAT WAR
Greenwood Publishing Group The ﬁrst complete account of the epic struggle between the Austrian and Italian armies
along the Isonzo River during the First World War.

UNIFIED ACTION PARTNERS' QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE
This quick reference guide describes U.S. Army organizations, planning, and operations. Uniﬁed action partners (UAPs)
are those military forces, of the private sector with whom U.S. Army forces plan, coordinate, synchronize, and
integrate during the conduct of operations (Army Doctrine Reference Publication 3-0, Uniﬁed Land Operations).UAPs
include joint forces (activities in which elements of two or more U.S. military departments participate), multinational
forces, and U.S Government (USG) agencies and departments. The Iraq and Afghanistan wars highlight the necessity
for collaboration, cooperation, and synchronization among USG, NGOs, and private sector agencies to focus the
elements of national power in achieving national strategic objectives. Our experience in these conﬂicts accentuates
the importance of foreign governments, agencies, and militaries participating, in concert with the United States, to
achieve common objectives. Meeting the challenges of complex environments, infused with fragile or failing nation
states, non-state actors, pandemics, natural disasters, and limited resources, requires the concerted eﬀort of all
instruments of U.S. national power plus foreign governmental agencies, military forces, and civilian organizations.

ASSESSING MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIES
National Academies Press New drugs, new devices, improved surgical techniques, and innovative diagnostic
procedures and equipment emerge rapidly. But development of these technologies has outpaced evaluation of their
safety, eﬃcacy, cost-eﬀectiveness, and ethical and social consequences. This volume, which is "strongly
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recommended" by The New England Journal of Medicine "to all those interested in the future of the practice of
medicine," examines how new discoveries can be translated into better care, and how the current system's
ineﬃciencies prevent eﬀective health care delivery. In addition, the book oﬀers detailed proﬁles of 20 organizations
currently involved in medical technology assessment, and proposes ways to organize U.S. eﬀorts and create a
coordinated national system for evaluating new medical treatments and technology.

CROSSING THE QUALITY CHASM
A NEW HEALTH SYSTEM FOR THE 21ST CENTURY
National Academies Press Second in a series of publications from the Institute of Medicine's Quality of Health Care in
America project Today's health care providers have more research ﬁndings and more technology available to them
than ever before. Yet recent reports have raised serious doubts about the quality of health care in America. Crossing
the Quality Chasm makes an urgent call for fundamental change to close the quality gap. This book recommends a
sweeping redesign of the American health care system and provides overarching principles for speciﬁc direction for
policymakers, health care leaders, clinicians, regulators, purchasers, and others. In this comprehensive volume the
committee oﬀers: A set of performance expectations for the 21st century health care system. A set of 10 new rules to
guide patient-clinician relationships. A suggested organizing framework to better align the incentives inherent in
payment and accountability with improvements in quality. Key steps to promote evidence-based practice and
strengthen clinical information systems. Analyzing health care organizations as complex systems, Crossing the Quality
Chasm also documents the causes of the quality gap, identiﬁes current practices that impede quality care, and
explores how systems approaches can be used to implement change.

CONTRACTING OUT TO PRIVATE MILITARY AND SECURITY COMPANIES
Wilfried Martens Centre for European Studies PDF can be downloaded for free from:
http://martenscentre.eu/publications/contracting-out-private-military-and-security-companies The global trend for
contracting out the supply of military and security services is growing. Security is being transformed from a service for
the public or common good into a privately provided service. This paper argues that the implications of outsourcing
security services to private agencies are neither a positive nor negative phenomenon. However, proper regulation of
private military and security services is important. The author recommends that states should determine their
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'inherently governmental functions' and keep these functions out of the market's reach.

PRIVATE ARMIES AND MILITARY INTERVENTION
Routledge The nature and role of paid foreign forces have altered considerably in the late twentieth century. �Military
companies� � private ﬁrms providing active military assistance, in some cases involving combat � have exploited the
increasing reluctance of Western governments and multilateral organizations to intervene directly in civil conﬂicts. As
a result, their inﬂuence has increased. David Shearer argues that the debate over the use of these companies �
notably the South African ﬁrm Executive Outcomes (EO) � has not, however, kept pace with their development.
Companies such as EO are widely seen as merely modern-day mercenary outﬁts exploiting violence for private gain.
Shearer contends that the need to recast the debate on military companies is urgent. These companies are not a
passing phenomenon; if anything, their inﬂuence and activities are set to increase in the next century as Western
military retrenchment continues. Eﬀorts to restrict the activities of military companies by drafting international or
domestic legislation have to date been ineﬀective, and are likely to remain so. This paper � the ﬁrst detailed analysis
of the private military sector � argues that dismissing it as an unpleasant aberration is misleading and unhelpful.
Military companies can claim success in achieving immediate strategic objectives. The author cites two examples at
length � EO�s operations in Angola in 1993�94, and in Sierra Leone in 1995�96 � and suggests that military force
can stabilize a crisis. Engagement with military companies may create possibilities for them to complement
international and regional peacekeeping eﬀorts. Traditional UN peacekeeping is ﬂawed in terms of its speed of
mobilization and lines of authority, and is hampered by interference from contributing countries. The private sector
may avoid many of these diﬃculties. Private Armies and Military Intervention concludes that transparency of
operations and bus

TORTURE AND DEMOCRACY
Princeton University Press This is the most comprehensive, and most comprehensively chilling, study of modern
torture yet written. Darius Rejali, one of the world's leading experts on torture, takes the reader from the late
nineteenth century to the aftermath of Abu Ghraib, from slavery and the electric chair to electrotorture in American
inner cities, and from French and British colonial prison cells and the Spanish-American War to the ﬁelds of Vietnam,
the wars of the Middle East, and the new democracies of Latin America and Europe. As Rejali traces the development
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and application of one torture technique after another in these settings, he reaches startling conclusions. As the
twentieth century progressed, he argues, democracies not only tortured, but set the international pace for torture.
Dictatorships may have tortured more, and more indiscriminately, but the United States, Britain, and France pioneered
and exported techniques that have become the lingua franca of modern torture: methods that leave no marks. Under
the watchful eyes of reporters and human rights activists, low-level authorities in the world's oldest democracies were
the ﬁrst to learn that to scar a victim was to advertise iniquity and invite scandal. Long before the CIA even existed,
police and soldiers turned instead to "clean" techniques, such as torture by electricity, ice, water, noise, drugs, and
stress positions. As democracy and human rights spread after World War II, so too did these methods. Rejali makes
this troubling case in ﬂuid, arresting prose and on the basis of unprecedented research--conducted in multiple
languages and on several continents--begun years before most of us had ever heard of Osama bin Laden or Abu
Ghraib. The author of a major study of Iranian torture, Rejali also tackles the controversial question of whether torture
really works, answering the new apologists for torture point by point. A brave and disturbing book, this is the
benchmark against which all future studies of modern torture will be measured.

CLASS STRUCTURE IN THE SOCIAL CONSCIOUSNESS
Taylor & Francis This volume traces the modern critical and performance history of this play, one of Shakespeare's
most-loved and most-performed comedies. The essay focus on such modern concerns as feminism, deconstruction,
textual theory, and queer theory.

AN ASSESSMENT OF NON-LETHAL WEAPONS SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
National Academies Press Non-lethal weapons (NLWs) are designed to minimize fatalities and other undesired
collateral damage when used. Events of the last few years including the attack on the USS Cole have raised ideas
about the role NLWs can play in enhancing support to naval forces. In particular to what extent and in what areas
should Department of the Navy (DoN) -sponsored science and technology (S&T) provide a research base for developing
NLW capabilities? To assist with this question and to evaluate the current NLWs program, the Joint Non-Lethal
Weapons Directorate (JNLWD) and the Oﬃce of Naval Research (ONR) requested the National Research Council perform
an assessment of NLWs science and technology. The report presents the results of that assessment. It discusses
promising NLW S&T areas, development accomplishments and concerns about NLW, and series of recommendations
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about future NLW development and application.

ARRIAN'S HISTORY OF THE EXPEDITION OF ALEXANDER THE GREAT, AND CONQUEST OF PERSIA
DUELLING STORIES OF THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY FROM THE FRENCH OF BRANT?ME
Рипол Классик Brantôme was a gentleman who traveled through Europe in the latter half of the 16th century. The
stories he relates not only describe famous duels, but they also give glimpses into lives of royalty and celebrities.

THE SLING AND THE STONE
ON WAR IN THE 21ST CENTURY
Zenith Press Recent history is replete with powerful military forces being tied up by seemingly weaker opponents.
Recommendations for prescriptive answers are found in Thomas Hammes' insightful book on the strengths and
weaknesses of conventional military power in which he describes fourth generation warfare, the means by which
Davids can beat Goliaths.

TORTURE AND IMPUNITY
THE U.S. DOCTRINE OF COERCIVE INTERROGATION
University of Wisconsin Pres Many Americans have condemned the “enhanced interrogation” techniques used in the
War on Terror as a transgression of human rights. But the United States has done almost nothing to prosecute past
abuses or prevent future violations. Tracing this knotty contradiction from the 1950s to the present, historian Alfred
W. McCoy probes the political and cultural dynamics that have made impunity for torture a bipartisan policy of the U.S.
government. During the Cold War, McCoy argues, the U.S. Central Intelligence Agency covertly funded psychological
experiments designed to weaken a subject’s resistance to interrogation. After the 9/11 terrorist attacks, the CIA
revived these harsh methods, while U.S. media was ﬂooded with seductive images that normalized torture for many
Americans. Ten years later, the U.S. had failed to punish the perpetrators or the powerful who commanded them, and
continued to exploit intelligence extracted under torture by surrogates from Somalia to Afghanistan. Although
Washington has publicly distanced itself from torture, disturbing images from the prisons at Abu Ghraib and
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Guantanamo are seared into human memory, doing lasting damage to America’s moral authority as a world leader.

PIGEON GUIDED MISSILES
AND 49 OTHER IDEAS THAT NEVER TOOK OFF
The History Press During the Second World War, an American behavioural psychologist working with pigeons
discovered that the birds could be trained to recognise an object and to peck at an image of it; when loaded into the
nose-cone of a missile, these pecks could be translated into adjustments to the guidance ﬁns, steering the projectile to
its target. Pigeon Guided Missiles reveals this and other fascinating tales of daring plans from history destined to
change the world we live in, yet which ended in failure, or even disaster. Some became the victims of the eccentric
ﬁgures behind them, others succumbed to ﬁnancial and political misfortune, and a few were just too far ahead of their
time. Discover why the great groundnut scheme cost British taxpayers £49 million, why the bid to build Minerva, a
whole new country in the Paciﬁc Ocean, sank, and why the ﬁrst Channel Tunnel (started in 1881, over a century before
the one we know today) hit a dead end.

FOREIGN FIGHTERS
TRANSNATIONAL IDENTITY IN CIVIC CONFLICTS
Oxford University Press Foreign Fighters is the comprehensive study of foreign ﬁghters examines patterns of
recruitment using original data sets and detailed diverse case studies, and how recruiters use frames of existential
threat to strengthen rebel groups.

DIARY, 1937-1943
The Ciano Diaries are one of the most important documents recording the events taking place in Europe leading up to
the Second World War and how they eﬀected the rest of the world. Galezzo Ciano was in the forefront of those
momentous events, not only because he happened to be Mussolini's son in law, but most important because at the age
of 35 he was also Italy's Minister of Foreign Aﬀairs and one of the major proponents of the Axis Alliance with Nazi
Germany.
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MEIN KAMPF (ENGLISH)
MY STRUGGLE
In Mein Kampf, Hitler used the main thesis of "the Jewish peril", which posits a Jewish conspiracy to gain world
leadership.The narrative describes the process by which he became increasingly antisemitic and militaristic, especially
during his years in Vienna. He speaks of not having met a Jew until he arrived in Vienna, and that at ﬁrst his attitude
was liberal and tolerant. When he ﬁrst encountered the anti-semitic press, he says, he dismissed it as unworthy of
serious consideration. Later he accepted the same anti-semitic views, which became crucial in his program of national
reconstruction of Germany.Mein Kampf has also been studied as a work on political theory. For example, Hitler
announces his hatred of what he believed to be the world's two evils: Communism and Judaism.During his work, Hitler
blamed Germany's chief woes on the parliament of the Weimar Republic, the Jews, and Social Democrats, as well as
Marxists, though he believed that Marxists, Social Democrats, and the parliament were all working for Jewish interests.
He announced that he wanted to completely destroy the parliamentary system, believing it to be corrupt in principle,
as those who reach power are inherent opportunists.

ARMIES OF THE NAPOLEONIC WARS
AN ILLUSTRATED HISTORY
Osprey Publishing (UK) MILITARY HISTORY. This book provides a comprehensive and beautiful guide to all the major
armies of the Napoleonic Wars: France, Britain, Austria, Prussia, Russia, Spain and Portugal, as well as many of the
minor powers. The changes in the armies, the organization, the infantry, cavalry, and artillery of each nation are
detailed, along with stunning artwork of the often-glorious uniforms worn into battle.

MILITARY MENTAL TOUGHNESS
ELITE TRAINING FOR CRITICAL SITUATIONS
Ulysses Press Mastered by special forces around the world, mental toughness is the ultimate survival skill. With expert
advice and illustrations, this book oﬀers essential mental training for any psychological scenario, from coping with
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stress to resisting Stockholm Syndrome.

WAR IN THE MIDDLE AGES
Blackwell Publishing A history of medieval warfare in Europe covers the ﬁfth through the ﬁfteenth century and
discusses armor, artillery, strategy, and courage

THE DETERMINATION OF LOW CONCENTRATIONS OF SODIUM, POTASSIUM, MAGNESIUM, CALCIUM AND
STRONTIUM IN NATURAL WATERS BY GRAPHITE FURNACE AAS
AN INTRODUCTION TO SOCIAL RESEARCH
Prentice Hall
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